Don’t get into mischief while I am away.
Stay out of the garden when you hop and play.
I lost my blue jacket, and now I am sad.
Ah-choo! I am cold, and McGregor is mad.

Hey there, you rabbit! You are in a jam.
That is my tomato. You had better scram!
I lost my blue jacket, and now I am sad.
Ah-choo! I am cold, and McGregor is mad.
That cat sure was scary, and so is that man.
I must get back home as fast as I can.

Peter ran from McGregor and then saw a cat.
Cousin Benjamin Bunny said, “Watch out for that!”
That cat sure was scary, and so is that man.
I must get back home as fast as I can.
Peter was up to some mischief, I see.
I’ll put him to bed and give him some tea.
Draw a picture of how Peter looked before he went into McGregor’s garden. Then draw a picture of how he looked after he escaped.

SAMPLE

Before

After
Trace the gray m’s and write more of them on the line.

Write m under the pictures whose names begin with m.

SAMPLE
Trace the gray t’s and write more of them on the line.

Connect the pictures of the things whose names begin with t.

SAMPLE
1. Look at the letters on each card. Copy them to make a word. The picture gives you a clue.

2. Look at the letters on each card. Copy them to make a word. The picture gives you a clue.

3. Circle the picture of the word whose name rhymes with ______.

Color the pictures of the things whose names begin with s. Then write s on the lines below them.

Trace the gray s’is and write more of them on the line.
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Color the pictures of the things whose names begin with s. Then write s on the lines below them.

Trace the gray s’is and write more of them on the line.
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1. Look at the letters on each card. Copy them to make a word. The picture gives you a clue.

\[ S \, a \, m \]

2. Look at the letters on each card. Copy them to make a word. The picture gives you a clue.

\[ m \, a \, t \]

3. Circle the picture of the word whose name rhymes with [dog].
Circle the words that are the same in each row. Then write that word on the line. Say the word you wrote.

1. he and the you and

2. you and you he the

3. you you he the and

4. the and you and he and

SAMPLE